This paper compares radial basis function interpolants on di erent spaces. The spaces are generated by other radial basis functions, and comparison is done via an explicit representation of the norm of the error functional. The results pose some new questions for further research.
x1. Introduction
We consider interpolation of real-valued functions f de ned on a set is nonsingular. This is the simplest form of radial basis function interpolation, but for a variety of choices of it is necessary to add polynomials to the interpolant (2). 
are compensated by the Q additional equations 
together with (4) as a linear system A ;X P X P T X 0 = f X 0 ; (5) where the data from f form a vector f X := (f(x 1 ); : : : ; f(x N X )) T . Solvability of this system depends on two conditions. First, the matrix A ;X should be nonsingular on the vectors satisfying (4 To avoid pathological cases we assume to be large enough to contain at least one set X satisfying (6) , to make sure that V is non-empty. nite linear combinations of translates of (x) with coe cients satisfying (4) and X satisfying (6), the space F and its closures under di erent topologies are very natural candidates to study radial basis function approximation and interpolation. Here, we avoid to take closures, because they turn out to be irrelevant to our purposes. We rather investigate (7) as it is via the following Lemma 1. The sum in (7) is direct, and F is a vector space over IR. Furthermore, each function f 2 F has a unique representation f = p + f ;X with ( ; X) 2 V; p 2 P d q :
Proof: Assume that the function (8) 9) where p and r are arbitrary polynomials from P d q . Lemma (9) and (1) 
Now we specialize ' ;Y to be the error functional of some quasi-interpolant
that depends only on the data of a function f on a set X = fx 1 ; : : : ; x N X g and which is exact on P d q . Here, the point x is xed in n X and the values u 1 (x); : : : ; u N X (x) are just real numbers. We set Y := X fxg and := (1; ?u 1 (x); : : : ; ?u N X (x)) 2 IR N X +1 to get ( ; Y ) 2 V from the exactness of the quasi-interpolant (14) 
Discussion:
1. The sup in (16) can be extended to the Hilbert space completion of F without change of P X;u; (x). This is why we do not care about completions in this paper.
2. Though F will depend on the domain , the right-hand side of (16) is independent of , which is a rather startling fact at rst sight. It can be explained by the observation that the sup is attained for the special function f x (y) := (x ? y) ?
which is in F and its completion whenever Y := X fxg is contained in .
3. The expression (15) for the power function P X;u; (x) can be numerically evaluated at any x where the quasi-interpolant is de ned. This allows a convenient numerical comparison between di erent quasi-interpolants on the same space F . We shall do this in section 6. Under general conditions these two approaches are not equivalent. To give a short account of the relation between the two problems, we include a simple proof of Theorem 4. The optimal radial basis function interpolant in the sense of Theorem 3 is also optimal with respect to the minimization of the seminorm induced by (9) under all interpolants in the space F .
Proof: The optimal interpolant s f;X to a function f with data on X which minimizes the seminorm induced by (9) We note that Laurent 10 ] has a beautiful result that guarantees equivalence of the two variational approaches considered here, provided that they both have solutions and that they are based on inner-product spaces. Going further back, the minimization of the norm of the representer of a linear functional on a Hilbert space dates seems to have been started by Golomb and Weinberger 7] and was carried forth by a series of others, including de Boor and Lynch 2], Sard 17], Larkin 9] , and Dyn 6] . Somewhat related to this approach is the theory of optimal recovery, as given by Micchelli and Rivlin in 15].
x6. Numerical Results
We now perform numerical comparisons between di erent radial basis function interpolations on di erent spaces. Each space will be de ned via a radial basis function S , and each interpolation will be carried out with a radial basis function I , where the corresponding orders of conditional positive de niteness are q S and q I , respectively.
We do not compare the interpolants themselves, but evaluate the functions (15) . This will require q I q S , because the exactness order of the interpolant must at least equal the order of positive de niteness of the radial basis function de ning the space (see the hypothesis of Theorem 2). Otherwise the interpolation error at x simply is not a continuous linear functional on the space in question. Tables 1 and 2 thus will have no entries in case q I < q S .
If S = I , there will be no better interpolant on F S because of Theorem 3. We underlined these cases in Tables 1 and 2 .
The numerical results were obtained in space dimension d = 1 for simplicity. The sets X contained 2n points in ?1; +1] with spacing h := 2=(2n ? 1), and we set x = 0 to evaluate (15) . Table 2 contains the actual values of (15) for n = 50 being xed, while Table 1 gives approximate error orders p IS for interpolation with I in F S in the sense that (15) Table 2 . Power function value at zero for 50 data points.
There are some remarkable observations to be made from the tables: 1. Quasi-optimal convergence: Nonoptimal interpolation processes with radial basis functions I on spaces de ned by radial basis functions S 6 = I seem to achieve the order of the optimal interpolation on F S if the optimal orders satisfy p II p SS . That is, radial basis function interpolants that are optimal on small and very smooth spaces apparently are quasi-optimal on larger and less smooth spaces.
2. Superconvergence: On even smoother spaces than their native space, a radial basis function interpolant may show an even better behavior. That is, nonoptimal interpolation processes with radial basis functions I on spaces de ned by radial basis functions S 6 = I achieve a higher order than their optimal order on their basic space, if p II < p SS .
3. There is hardly any di erence induced by variations of the polynomial orders q I and q S . The only visible deviation is in the last two entries of the W 2 2 column of Table 2 . 4. The values of (15) are astonishingly close to each other and to the optimal value. The rst two observations can be commented within the context of classical one-dimensional natural splines, which also solve a variational problem and which are a special case of the theory of this paper. On the Sobolew space H k the rst observation. On the space C 2k a; b], however, natural splines of order 2k will have an error order 2k in the interior of the domain, and this phenomenon was called superconvergence in the second observation. Since 2k is a saturation order on C 2k a; b], no improvement is possible in this special case. Of course, the above experiments were only done in the interior of the domain and for uniform meshes. Performance may be quite di erent if these assumptions are not satis ed. The classical spline case teaches us that the behavior near the boundary will not show superconvergence, and there is some theoretical investigation under way that suggests quasi-optimality to be dependent on asymptotically quasi-uniform meshes.
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